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Dimension reduction makes large amounts of information 
human-readable without too much human work

t-SNE(cells)

Amir et al, Nat Biotechnology 2013



Early dimension reduction tools: Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA)

Axes span the direction with 
highest variance

(1901)

Samusik_01 bone marrow
CyTOF dataset

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis



t-SNE preserves local information, produces 
more well clustered maps



viSNE: the adaptation of t-SNE to CyTOF



Emergence of UMAP as an alternative to t-
SNE for single-cell analysis



What PCA, t-SNE and UMAP look like on a 
bone marrow CyTOF dataset

PCA t-SNE UMAP

Dataset: Samusik et al, Nature Methods 2016



t-SNE and UMAP are accessible from single-
cell analysis user interfaces

Cytobank FlowJo

Others: Astrolabe, OMIQ, Tercen



What additional information about dimension reduction 
maps should we know for their proper use? 



Credit for the following t-SNE and UMAP explanations



The goal of t-SNE and UMAP is to reduce dimensions while 
preserving specific information about each cell’s neighbors

Low dimensional 
embedding

Higher dimensional 
space



t-SNE and UMAP start with a low-dimensional 
embedding of randomly placed points



t-SNE weights its neighbors based on distance 
fitted to a distribution

Image source: YouTube: StatQuest with Josh Starmer: t-SNE, clearly explained



UMAP weights its neighbors based on topology

Find the diameter
of a neighborhood.
Think of it like a ball.

Find the probability that
a 1-simplex exists between
two points in a neighborhood

Resulting neighbor graph is a
bunch of simplexes glued together
(simplicial complex). Simpler structure
but preserves topological information.

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplicial_complexImage source: https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/how_umap_works.html



The weighted neighborhood graphs can be 
represented as similarity matrices

Image source: YouTube: StatQuest with Josh Starmer: t-SNE, clearly explained



Make these similarity matrices as similar to 
each other as possible, and then you’re done

t-SNE uses a 
t-distribution
here

Image source: YouTube: StatQuest with Josh Starmer: t-SNE, clearly explained



Make these similarity matrices as similar to 
each other as possible, and then you’re done

UMAP also makes a 
2-D simplicial complex

UMAP only moves one or a few cells
at a time, rather than all of them as t-
SNE does.

A cell will move toward one cell
and away from another



Dimension reduction maps group similar cells near 
each other

CD19

CD11b

PCA t-SNE UMAP

Samusik
Bone 
marrow
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KNN to determine preservation of lower dimensional 
embeddings

Find KNN for 
each cell from 

high-dim 
space

Find KNN for 
each cell from 

a 2-D 
embedding 
(eg t-SNE)

Compare KNN 
identities from 

the 2-D 
embedding 

and high-dim 
space 

Repeat across a wide range of 
values for K

Bioconductor package: Sconify

KNN orig KNN low-D



Global KNN comparison between t-SNE, 
UMAP, and PCA

X axis is on a log scale

Dataset: Samusik Bone marrow (public)
Num. cells: 100k



t-SNE outperforms UMAP in KNN preservation, has 
been observed in scRNA seq data

(Also did KNN preservation, K = 10 only)

X axis is on a log scale

(2019)



Results confirmed across 3 datasets, but with 
very large standard deviation

p < 10^-100 
(because of so many cells)

Cells: 100k
k = 1000



Does dimension reduction maps preserve some regions 
better than others (should and/or how should we gate the 
map?) 

Is this a 
valid gate? 

Is this a 
valid gate? 

Data: Axel Schulz, PhD



People are already gating and clustering dimension 
reduction maps. Guidelines are needed!

Accense (Petter Brodin): Clustering a t-SNE map

Michael Wong and Evan Newell: Manually gating a t-SNE map

Wong et al, 
Cell 2016

Shekar et al, 
PNAS 2014



Color a dimension reduction map by it’s own 
neighborhood preservation, given k



Local comparison for t-SNE

K = 10 K = 100 K = 1000



Local comparison for UMAP

K = 10 K = 100 K = 1000



t-SNE and UMAP are preserving the data in a 
similar manner

K = 100 K = 1000

r = 0.82 r = 0.93



Part 1 conclusions

• t-SNE outperforms UMAP (though only slightly) in KNN preservation
• Both t-SNE and UMAP outperform PCA in KNN preservation
• KNN preservation performance varies in specific patterns across both 

t-SNE and UMAP
• t-SNE and UMAP have better KNN preservation in smaller 

islands/corridors in the data. Implications on how to gate the maps
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If a “gate” on the map has 30% KNN 
preservation, where are the other cells?

KNN ID on t-SNE map
KNN from hi-D, locations
Hypothesis 1

KNN from hi-D, locations
Hypothesis 2



KNN identity for t-SNE, k = 1000, cell 1

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



KNN identity for t-SNE, k = 1000, cell 4

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



KNN identity for t-SNE, k = 1000, cell 6

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



KNN identity for UMAP, k = 1000, cell 1

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



KNN identity for UMAP, k = 1000, cell 4

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



KNN identity for UMAP, k = 1000, cell 6

Dimr neighbors High-D neighbors



Use my tool knn_sleepwalk 
see the feature space KNN 

for your own data



Global preservation, measured by pairwise distances



K-farthest neighbors (KFN) to determine global 
preservation of dimension reduction maps

Find KFN for 
each cell from 

high-dim 
space

Find KFN for 
each cell from 

a 2-D 
embedding 
(eg tSNE)

Compare KFN 
identities from 

the 2-D 
embedding 

and high-dim 
space 

Repeat across a wide range of 
values for K

Bioconductor package: Sconify

KFN orig KFN low-D



Global KFN comparison between PCA, t-SNE 
and UMAP (10k cell subsample)

X axis is on a log scale

Mcinness et al, Arxiv 2018
(the UMAP paper)



Across 3 datasets, bar plots with error bars 
and p values

Cells: 10k
k = 1000

highest p value was 10^-11



Part 3 conclusions

• Nearest neighborhoods computed from high-D space and dimension 
reduction space occupy similar regions
• Positioning of the islands relative to each other could be arbitrary
• K-farthest neighborhood (KFN) preservation reveals global structure 

preservation: PCA > UMAP > t-SNE



Next steps: initialization matters

(BioRxiv)



Toward a ”safe” manual gating interface for 
dimension reduction maps

Identity comparisonIdentity color (dimr) Identity color (high-d)



nnvis: an R package to do neighbor-based 
preservation analysis on your dimension reductions
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